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Thesis summary 

 

 Ascena Retail Group Inc. (ASNA) is a retailer of 

women's apparel, shoes and accessories. They offer 

specialty product for missy
1
 and plus size women 

through their Lane Bryant, Maurices, Dressbarn 

and Catherines brands; teenage girls through their 

Justice brand; and work and casual wear through 

their recently acquired Ann Taylor and LOFT 

brands.  

           source: Capital IQ 

 

 Recently, ASNA's shares have come under pressure as the company has been forced to reduce year-end guidance 

 

 Comparable-store-sales (comps) and margins in their Justice business came under pressure due to a poorly implemented 

promotion strategy that has severely pressured earnings  

 

 In addition to the problems at Justice, ASNA completed the acquisition of ANN INC. during Q1 2016. This has resulted in a 

number of non-recurring acquisition and integration expense charges to the income statement totaling $76mm over the last 

twelve months. ASNA has also incurred $306mm in impairment charges related to its Lane Bryant and Justice brands. With 

the company issuing a range of adjusted non-GAAP EBITDA calculations the complexity in parsing these adjustments and 

the impact of the ANN INC. acquisition - as well as purchase accounting adjustments, litigation expenses, losses on 

extinguishment of debt, store closure expenses and tax items - has resulted in reduced earnings visibility (please see appendix 

for a full schedule of earnings adjustments). 

 

 We expect ASNA stock to rally as it delivers above consensus EBITDA through a turnaround of Justice, realization of 

synergies from the integration of ANN INC. and distribution expense savings as its distribution center is brought fully on-

line.  

 

 We use a DCF methodology to arrive at a valuation for ASNA that indicates a price per share F $31.75 implying a 259% 

upside to the current price of $8.85. Thus, we recommend a Long position in ASNA. 

 

 

 

 

 

Please see the disclaimer at back of this report for important information. 

(c) 2016, Saif Qazi, Lee Xie 

 

                                                           
1
 Missy size is the most common women's size category. For women of about average height (5'4") with an average bust height and 

an hourglass figure. (source: Wikipedia) 

Current capitalization Summary financials FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 F FY 2017 F FY 2018 F Valuation 10Yavg. Current

Price 8.85           Sales 4,715         4,791         7,355         7,287         7,386         7,539         P / E 15.2           28.7           

Shares in issue 196            Sales % yoy 40.6% 1.6% 53.5% -0.9% 1.4% 2.1% EV / EBITDA 5.6             6.7             

Market capitalization 1,733         Consensus sales 7,176         7,039         6,508         EV / sales 0.6             0.5             

Net debt 1,763         Forecast vs. consensus 1.6% 4.9% 15.8% P / B 1.5             1.0             

Enterprise value 3,496         EBITDA 476            451            622            547            736            867            P / TB 3.1             NM

EBITDA margin 10.1% 9.4% 8.5% 7.5% 10.0% 11.5%

Trading statistics Consensus sales 688            735            787            DCF summary

Performance YTD -10.2% Forecast vs. consensus -20.5% 0.2% 10.1% Beta 1.0             

52 w eek high 17.59         EPS 1.31           1.18           0.82           0.32           0.92           1.33           Cost of equity 8.0%

52 w eek low 6.33           Cost of debt 5.3%

% of 52 w eek range 22.4% Net debt 192            264            107            1,681         1,495         1,274         WACC 5.5%

3M avg. daily traded val. 37              CFO 450            375            431            459            570            614            Target price 31.8           

Short interest 12.2% Capex (291)          (478)          (313)          (377)          (385)          (393)          Implied upside 258.8%



Business Overview 

 

Ascena Retail Group Inc. (ASNA) is a retailer of women's apparel, shoes and accessories. They offer specialty product for missy
2
 and 

plus size women through their Lane Bryant, Maurices, Dressbarn and Catherines brands; teenage girls through their Justice brand; 

and work and casual wear through their recently acquired Ann Taylor and LOFT brands.  

 

ASNA's retails merchandise through its store footprint of 

3,891 store locations largely across the US - ASNA has a 

negligible international presence (75 stores in Canada) 

and minimal revenue from online sources (8% of total 

revenue). 

 

ASNA has pursued an acquisitive strategy by acquiring 

Maurices in 2005, Justice in 2010, Lane Bryant and 

Catherines in 2012 and ANN INC. in 2015. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                  Source: company filings 

Background 

 

Recently, ASNA's shares have come under pressure as the company has been forced to reduce year-end guidance:  

 

 Comparable-store-sales (comps) and margins in their Justice business came under pressure due to a poorly implemented 

promotion strategy. The price-plus-promotions strategy caused traffic to stall in anticipation of promotion periods damaging 

both comps and profitability. This has severely pressured earnings as EBITDA from the legacy business (excluding ANN 

INC.) has declined by $100mm since mid-2014 

 $306mm in charges from impairment of goodwill and intangible assets as well as $76mm in acquisition integration expenses 

have clouded earnings visibility as complex non-GAAP adjusted EBITDA calculations have come under fire from regulators. 

 ASNA is coming off an elevated capex cycle due to the establishment of its 695,000 sq. ft. distribution center in Etna, Ohio.  

This has pressured free cash flow generation. 

 

 

Industry perspective 

 

 
    Source: Credit Suisse pricing survey 
 

ASNA's positioning as a specialty retailer primarily of missy and plus-size apparel has historically insulated it from pricing pressure 

across the wider industry. With the acquisition of ANN INC., ASNA has further diversified its product offering to cater to casual and 

work-wear shoppers.  Ann Taylor is positioned towards the premium end of the price spectrum and offers a product sufficiently 

differentiated to protect it from the impact of fast fashion retailers near term. 

 

 

 

                                                           
2
 Missy size is the most common women's size category. For women of about average height (5'4") with an average bust height and 

an hourglass figure. (source: Wikipedia) 
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Income Statement 

 
 

 
Source: company filings 

 

ASNA's profitability peaked in FY 2013, generating EBITDA of $476mm. Since then, EBITDA has contracted $46mm to $522mm 

over the last twelve month period. Excluding incremental EBITDA due to the acquisition of ANN INC. in 2015, EBITDA at legacy 

brands has contracted roughly $100mm.  

 

 
 

 
Source: company filings 

 

 As indicated above, the decline in EBITDA is largely a result of problems with the Justice division. With Justice comps 

coming under pressure during H1 2015, management implemented an aggressive strategy of price-plus-promotion strategy 

that had a damaging impact on traffic and margins. Under the new strategy, item ticket prices were raised 52% during an 



environment of general ticket price deflation with promotion prices discounted up to 50%. In response, customer traffic 

simply stalled in anticipation of promotions. Lack of pricing discipline resulted in deteriorating profitability resulting in 

EBITDA margin contraction from 17% in FY 2014 to 5.5% over the last twelve months.  

 

 Against this backdrop, ASNA's most mature brand, Dressbarn, continues to experience erosion in market share and 

profitability. 

 

 In addition to the problems at Justice, ASNA completed the acquisition of ANN INC. during Q1 2016. This has resulted in a 

number of non-recurring acquisition and integration expense charges to the income statement totalling $76mm over the last 

twelve months. ASNA has also incurred $306mm in impairment charges related to its Lane Bryant and Justice brands. With 

the company issuing a range of adjusted non-GAAP EBITDA calculations the complexity in parsing these adjustments and 

the impact of the ANN INC. acquisition - as well as purchase accounting adjustments, litigation expenses, losses on 

extinguishment of debt, store closure expenses and tax items - has resulted in reduced earnings visibility (please see appendix 

for a full schedule of earnings adjustments). 

 

Balance Sheet 

 

 
  Source: company filings 

 

ASNA has historically maintained a relatively unlevered balance sheet. The acquisition of ANN INC. was funded partly through the 

issuance of a seven-year variable rate $1.7bn term loan. The loan bears interest at a rate of LIBOR + 450bps.  

 

Cash Flow Statement 

 

 
  Source: company filings 

 

ASNA is one of the few apparel retail companies that has not pursued a strategy of aggressively returning capital to shareholders - it 

does not pay a dividend and has only sparingly implemented buybacks. Instead, ASNA has used cash flow to fund acquisition and 

expansion of its store footprint.  

 

 

 

 

 



Investment Thesis 

 

We expect ASNA stock to rally as it delivers above consensus EBITDA through a turnaround of Justice, realization of 

synergies from the integration of ANN INC. and distribution expense savings as its distribution center is brought fully on-line.  

 

 ASNA has implemented a clear and simple strategy to restore pricing discipline to Justice in order to mitigate traffic and 

margin effects. Under this strategy, average ticket price is reduced 39% from $26 to $16 resulting in a gross margin impact to 

EBITDA margin of 9 percentage points. This, combined with operational expense efficiencies of 3 percentage points from 

the company's distribution center, is expected to result in 12 percentage points of accretion to EBITDA margin in Justice.   

 

 
Source: company filings 

 

 The integration of ANN INC. is expected to result in 2.5 percentage points of EBITDA margin accretion to the division (in 

addition to 3 percentage points of accretion due to the impact of the distribution center 

 

 
Source: company filings 

 

 ANN's legacy brands are expected to experience 2.5 percentage points of EBITDA margin decretion as intensifying industry-

wide competitive pressure impacts ASNA's ability to maintain pricing in these mature divisions. A summary of margin 

assumptions across divisions is indicated below: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Forecast and Valuation 

 

 

 

 
 

Divisional revenue forecasts are constructed based on the following assumptions: 

 

 Store footprint: ASNA's store footprint expansion will continue at ANN INC. and Maurices, offset by net closures in 

Justice, Lane Bryant and Catherines. Dressbarn's footprint is expected to remain flat on a net basis. This is in-line with 

historical trends and management's guidance 



 Comparable store sales: Comparable store sales are expected to grow, on average, at 2.5% year-on-year (1.5% inflation + 

1.0% real growth). Justice comps are expected to contract as it more directly exposed to competitive pressure from fast 

fashion retailers. Dressbarn comps are expected to contract as the mature business is cannibalized by ASNA's own younger 

brands.  

 Footprint impact: Historically, brands that have expanded footprint have experienced1.3 percentage points decretion from 

comp growth as new stores operate at lower efficiency levels. Brands that have contracted footprint have experienced 1.8 

percentage points accretion to comp growth as underperforming stores are closed down.   

 Sales / store: Comp growth and footprint impact are added to arrive at a sales / store growth factor resulting in a sales / store 

number that is applied to each division's store footprint to arrive at a sales revenue number 

 

Margin assumptions are calculated as indicated resulting in each division's EBITDA margin: 

 
 

 
 

 

The resulting income statement forecast indicates an earnings recovery that fully materializes over a 3-year time horizon resulting in 

EBITDA of $867mm, 10% above the consensus measure of $787mm.  

 

 



 
 

We use a DCF methodology to arrive at a valuation for ASNA that indicates a price per share F $31.75 implying a 259% upside to the 

current price of $8.85. Thus, we recommend a Long position in ASNA. 

 

Risk to the thesis 

 

 
 

The data table above indicates the outcomes that would result in a neutral outlook on ASNA and hence embody feasible scenarios for 

the market's outlook on the company. The cells highlighted yellow indicate the terminal FCF and terminal growth rate combinations 

that result in a close-to-zero forecast upside. In its current state of earnings distress, ASNA generated $120mm in FCF over the last 

twelve months. For the stock to be anything less than a strong buy, earnings would have to continue to contract meaningfully into 

perpetuity. 

 

 
 

It is important to note that street is almost unanimously positive on ASNA with a consensus target price of $14 which implies a 60% 

upside. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

year ended January 31 (USD, mm) FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 F FY 2017 F FY 2018 F FY 2019 F FY 2020 F

Sales 4,715                  4,791                  7,355                  7,287                  7,386                  7,539                  7,702                  7,863                  

Sales % yoy 40.6% 1.6% 53.5% -0.9% 1.4% 2.1% 2.2% 2.1%

Cost of goods sold (2,138)                 (2,131)                 (3,366)                 (3,282)                 (3,215)                 (3,242)                 (3,312)                 (3,381)                 

Gross profit 2,577                  2,660                  3,989                  4,005                  4,170                  4,297                  4,390                  4,482                  

SG&A (2,101)                 (2,209)                 (3,367)                 (3,459)                 (3,434)                 (3,430)                 (3,504)                 (3,578)                 

EBITDA 476                     451                     622                     547                     736                     867                     886                     904                     

Depreciation and amortization (162)                    (185)                    (324)                    (342)                    (350)                    (357)                    (365)                    (372)                    

Operating income 314                     266                     299                     204                     386                     510                     521                     532                     

Effective tax rate 29.1% 25.2% 30.1% 35.0% 35.0% 35.0% 35.0% 35.0%

Tax-affected EBIT 133                     251                     331                     339                     346                     

(+) Depreciation 342                     350                     357                     365                     372                     

(-) Capex (377)                    (385)                    (393)                    (401)                    (410)                    

(+) Net changes in w orking capital 54                       40                       (4)                        (1)                        (1)                        

Free cash flow to the firm 153                     256                     292                     301                     307                     

PV of FCF 145                     230                     248                     243                     235                     

Cost of equity Terminal value

rf 1.8% Terminal grow th rate 1.5%

Market risk premium 6.2% Terminal value 7,750                  

Beta 1 Implied EBITDA multiple 8.6                     

Cost of equity 8.0% PV of terminal value 5,923                  

Cost of debt Implied enterprise value 7,024                  

Estimated all-in cost of debt 5.3% Net debt 807                     

Marginal tax rate 35.0% Implied equity value 6,217                  

Cost of debt 3.4%

Shares in issue 195.8

WACC 5.5% Implied price 31.75                  

Implied upside 258.8%

Terminal FCF

258.8% 50          100        150        200        250        300        

-6.5% -77.2% -57.9% -38.5% -19.2% 0.2% 19.5%

-5.5% -75.5% -54.4% -33.3% -12.2% 8.9% 30.1%

-4.5% -73.4% -50.2% -27.0% -3.7% 19.5% 42.7%

Teerminal -3.5% -70.8% -45.0% -19.2% 6.6% 32.3% 58.1%

growth -2.5% -67.6% -38.6% -9.6% 19.4% 48.4% 77.4%

rate -1.5% -63.5% -30.3% 2.8% 35.9% 69.0% 102.2%

-0.5% -58.0% -19.3% 19.3% 57.9% 96.5% 135.2%

0.5% -50.3% -4.0% 42.4% 88.7% 135.0% 181.3%

1.5% -38.8% 19.1% 76.9% 134.7% 192.5% 250.4%
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Cash Flow Statement 

 
 

 

Schedule of Income Statement Adjustments 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Schedule of Income Statement Adjustments (contd.) 
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Sell-side consensus 

 

 
 

Important Disclaimer 

Please read this document before reading this report. 

This report has been written by MBA students at Yale's School of Management in partial fulfillment of their course 

requirements. The report is a student and not a professional report. It is intended solely to serve as an example of student 

work at Yale’s School of Management. It is not intended as investment advice. It is based on publicly available information 

and may not be complete analyses of all relevant data. 

If you use this report for any purpose, you do so at your own risk. YALE UNIVERSITY, YALE SCHOOL OF 

MANAGEMENT, AND YALE UNIVERSITY’S OFFICERS, FELLOWS, FACULTY, STAFF, AND STUDENTS 

MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, ABOUT THE ACCURACY OR 

SUITABILITY FOR ANY USE OF THESE REPORTS, AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM RESPONSIBIITY FOR ANY 

LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, CAUSED BY USE OF OR RELIANCE ON THESE REPORTS. 

 


